
Since its founding in 2001 by the New Jersey President’s Council, Edge has served as a member-owned, 
nonprofit provider of high performance optical fiber networking and internetworking, Internet2, and a vast 
array of best-in-class technology solutions for cybersecurity, educational technologies, cloud computing, and 
professional managed services.

As a membership-based consortium, today Edge is dedicated to providing its members with the connectivity 
and network infrastructure they need to leverage a variety of cloud providers. Via the now sixth-generation 
Edge Network (EdgeNet), the organization provides connectivity to Amazon Web Services including dedicated 
access for AWS Direct Connect. Additionally, Edge has built enhanced connectivity with a full complement of 
cloud providers via dedicated layer 2 connections in “Data Center Alley” in Ashburn, VA which is in addition to 
providing layer 3 peering connections to leading cloud providers including AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and 
Microsoft Azure. Known as Cloud Connect, Edge’s cloud offering takes peering connectivity to the next level by 
providing layer 2 connectivity directly to major cloud platforms.

With Cloud Connect, EdgeNet enables the next level of cloud networking performance & security, including:

Cloud Connect 

FOR EXISTING EDGENET CONNECTED MEMBERS:
Edge Members who have available existing circuit capacity or Dark Fiber connectivity via EdgeNet pay no 
additional last-mile costs to access Cloud Connect to Ashburn, VA.

Dedicated connection access 
to an expanding list of major 

cloud service providers, including 
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud 
Platform, Oracle Cloud, Cisco 

Webex Voice, and more

Enhanced connectivity and 
performance for critical 

Microsoft applications living in 
the Azure cloud

Improved cloud application 
performance and cost via 

dedicated access

Multiple, redundant connections 
via Cloud Connect, for enhanced 

reliability and performance

Strategic multi-cloud 
connectivity, providing the 

infrastructure you need to create 
cost-effective, forward looking 

cloud migration plans

A shared services model for 
multi-cloud connectivity, 

providing connected members 
with consortium rates



EDGE CLOUD CONNECT SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

ACCELERATE YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY WITH FAST, SECURE CONNECTIVITY WITH  
EDGENET CLOUD CONNECT. CONTACT INFO@NJEDGE.NET FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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